
RB 33 Whether the Monastics Should Consider Anything Their Own

1In particular, this vice in particular must be torn up by the roots: 2that anyone 

should presume to give or receive anything without the prioress’s permission, 3or 

consider (retain) anything personal property, absolutely nothing: no book, no writing 

tablets, no stylus—nothing whatsoever.  4Especially since they have neither their bodies 

nor their own wills at their own disposal.  5Rather, they should ask for all they need from 

the leader of the monastery.  And it is not permissible to have anything that the prioress 

does not give or permit.  6Let all things be common to all so that no one may 

presume to call anything her own. (omitted v. 7-8)

� Quoted almost verbatim from Basil
� This chapter is essentially aimed at the individual; in fact the corporate body of monks do 

consider their property “their own”

v. 1 “in particular”—although personal dispossession is of special interest in a cenobitic monastery, it 

can hardly be placed at the top of the list of values

� love is the highest virtue in Christianity

� Benedict does tie personal poverty very closely to the total gift of self 31.4

� Benedict goes on to speak of the necessity for the monk to eschew the claim to anything at all

“torn up by the roots”—Cassian inst 7.21 treats that vice like certain species of weeds that can 

regenerate themselves from the smallest part of a root not totally be extirpated

� once it gains a foothold it is insatiable
when speaking of private possessions for monks in 55.18 Benedict uses “torn by the roots”/ 

“removed from the monastery”

v. 2 “without prioress permission”—is a carryover of vocabulary from RB 31.4,12

� property is seen from the standpoint of personal ascesis

“presume”—the cenobite can only receive from the abbot and community; s/he has no right to reroute 

the goods

� on no account may a monk, including the abbot, accumulate private reserves or distribute personal 

largesse

v. 3 “consider/retain”—issue is not whether one actually has the use of an item, but whether one 

thinks of its possessively

“nothing whatsoever/not a single item”—same list as Cassian inst 4.13 (book, writing tablets, stylus)

� all necessities must be received but not appropriated

� verse is loaded with negatives

v. 4 “especially since”—no case is made here for the absolute value of poverty or frugality. The 

argument is instrumental: lack of possessions keeps us aware that we owe everything to God

� the chapter mostly addresses the individual while the rest of the Rule presupposes that the monastic 

community as a body owns property



� it is possible for corporate wealth to undermine personal frugality

“at their own disposal/free disposal”—translators generally end by reading the second instance as 

some form of power or self-will

v. 5 “ ask for all they need”

� to have to constantly ask for small needs—dependency

� prioress/abbot is duty bound to provide the monks with what they need

“anything that the prioress does not give or permit”—the notion of abbatial approval is 

repeated from v. 2

v. 6 Let all things be common to all so that no one may presume to call anything her 

own--Acts 4:32 appears to give Benedict’s argument a communitarian dimension.

� Benedict’s love for the common life as taught by Acts 4:32-35

� Acts 4:32 says

1. The primitive community shared their goods

2. No one called anything his own

� Benedict makes a critical alteration in the material by reversing the first and second members, 

enabling him to claim that things should be held in common so that no on cal call anything private 

property

� This moves the discussion from the biblical realm of practical charity to that of individual 

asceticism where the great concern is to keep the mind pure from greedy thoughts

“may presume to call  ”—Benedict adds presume to the text of Acts because of his indignation at 

such attitudes

v. 1-2, 6-7 form clear chiasm   center 4 or 5a

� Christians should be free from care Mt 6:33

� Benedict does so only through the mediation of the abbot

� The abbot must rely on God’s providence in the material order 2.33-36


